
GENITAL INTERVIEW – ‘how to’

A way of  engaging with all genitals without touch or assumptions. Use as a

stand-alone exercise, preparation for erotic bodywork, or with a partner or anyone

with whom you interact with intimate parts.

1. Agree with your partner that you will interview their genitals, and

they will speak for these body parts, giving them a voice.

2. With your partner, decide if  the owner of  the genitals being

interviewed will be sitting, lying down, or standing.

3. Decide if  the genitals will be covered or uncovered.

4. Decide if  the genitals want to be witnessed and addressed

directly, with ‘eye contact’ with the interviewer. You might agree

you won’t look until you have permission.

5. Decide what position the interviewer will be in, in relation to them

and their genitals.

6. Decide whether you will quietly take notes so there is a record for

you and the genital owner (or audio record and decide on whose

device).

7. Invite the genital owner to get comfortable in their chosen

position, breathe and become relaxed.

8. Once you have permission to look at and address the genitals, say

hello and nice to meet you. Reassure them that there are no right

or wrong answers, and that confusion and ‘I don’t know (yet)’ is

welcome. Just notice and acknowledge their responses.

(Please use this resource freely, giving credit to Beck Thom of  Quintimacy™.)
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GENITAL INTERVIEW – QUESTIONS

1. How are you feeling today? Can you describe any sensations?

What’s it like being here now?

2. What would you like me to call you and your different parts? What

words would you like me to use? What pronouns?

3. Are you more than I can see with my eyes? Like energy or psychic

genitals? Tell me about that.

4. Is there anything you would like to share about toys, detachables

and accessories of  any kind?

5. How do you like to be looked at? What makes you feel good?

6. How do you like to be touched? What makes you feel good?

7. Is there anything you do not want to happen today? Any fears?

Tell me any hard limits.

8. Would you like to share your preferences about what kind of  oil or

lube you have used on you? Or none?

9. Is there anything else you would like me to know? Any requests?

10. What is it like to be listened to?

Thank the genitals for their time, invite a short pause for integration,

before coming back into the room and reflecting on the experience.
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